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Abstraet 

In a distributed system, consisting of a set of interconnected local area networks, users migrate 
to different machines, users invoke different programs and users and programs need distinct 
data files to satisfy their expectations. Consequently optimal allocation of parallel program 
tasks can increase system performance as results of traffic cost reducti9n between clusters2• 

The problem of allocating a program in a particular system node can be divided into two 
subproblems: i) allocate the program in a cluster such that traffic costs are minimized and ii) 
within a particular cluster choose the node following sorne load balancing criteria [5]. 
To solve subproblem i), in 1992 U. M. Borghoff [2] proposed the Individual Program 
Execution Location Algorithm IPELA, where essentially giving a distribution of data files the 
best allocation for program execution, minimizing the expected intercluster traffic, is searched. 
The algorithm uses diverse input data such us the cost for starting a program at sorne node [10], 
thedependencies between program and data files [1], separated read and write access costs [9], 
the impact of l/O activities on the communication costs [8] and the allocation of program and 
data files [3]. . 
As the number of possible allocations induce high complexity and the model could not be 
solved too optimality Borghoff reduced the number of combinations by limiting the number of 
data file replicas and looking for those combinations where the relevant file sets's allocation is 
varied. This approach reduced complexity. Ne'vertheless running ¡PELA implied evaluation of 
each solution in a large problem space. 

Extending the Borghoff' s individual program framework, we focussed on its application in a 
parallel program environment confronting the problem by means of an evolutionary approach' 
[6]. 

I The Research Group is supported by the Universidad Nacional de San Luis and the ANPCYT (National Agency to 
Promote Science and Technology). 
2 Nodes belonging to the same local area network are said to build a cluster. 



lhl: l'UlTl:nt prl:séntalillli JiSdlSSCS pussibk improvcmcnts uf" tlll: origlll;'¡; l:\u¡lIlil.in~lI") approach 
at the light of enhancements found in the evolutionary field itself. 
Conseqllently two ne\\ rccombination methods: mllltiplc crosso\'crs per cOllplc.: (MCI'C) and 
multiple crossover per mating of multiple parents (MCMP) will be applicd to the evolutionary 
algorithm for the cluster allocation problem. Details on expcrimcllts and reslllts original 
approach are shown. 

2. Tbc modcl 

Now w.e briefly explain the nature of the problem. Given a user initiated parallel program, which 
during execution accesses to a set of files in a distributed system, allocate the program parallel 
tasks (modules) in order to minimize intercluster traffic (tasks migration, intermodule and module
file communication). 
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Figure 1. A possible layout of paralIel tasks within clusters. 

As an example Fig. 1 shows the final allocation of parallel tasks after both' substrategies were 
applied. The parallel program, comprising ten tasks, was residing in workstation Wp of cluster 5, 
initiation took place from workstation Wi of cluster 1, ten files were distributed throughout !he 
system and the parallel tasks, were first allocated to nine available clusters following the 
minimization criteria and then to a selected node, within their respective clusters. 

In other words, our main objective is to minimize communication time between the clusters where 
the parallel program components are allocated underthe following characteristics:!·· 
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• The programo which is residing in sorne cluster. is decornposed in M parallcl modules where 
cach ofthcll1 can be executed in an arbitrar)' availablc' cluster. 

• O"ring execution, parallel modules can communicate each other and access data blocks in files 
which are resident anywhere in the system. 

In uur model sorne data slructures referring 10 programs profiJe and fije distribution are supposed 
to be available in a Cluster Supervisor Node (CSN) within each cluster~ .... ... --" .. _ .. 
~Assumiñg1:bBto~;_~5ª~_~~ __ ~~$'~:t-'f~iS:-B~''':·~;;2~'-;;'~~;:'~~''a~:.:;~iW~;:;'_:~~~~.ª,,",,"~ 

• A parallel program can be divided into M migrating modules. 
• Each migrated module generates a number of output data blocks (transient or partia] results) to 

the node where it is residing. These b]ocks are to be transferred to the program residing cluster 
when computation completes. 

• K files, distributed throughout the system and invo]ved in the computation, are accessed by the 
modules. 

• The current system state provides N available clusters. 

~~;'._rnr~fu~lfiAnlTh:Mté~~=~~~'&-i:e~é~~~:Zl¿e,"" 
2.1. The Objeetive Function : Total Intereluster Trame Cost (TITC) 

If CA= {CAl, ... , CAN} is the set of avaiJable c]usters in the network, our objective is to find an 
execution cluster--distribution 4 

Co = <exec¡, ...• execM> where exec¡ E CA, 1 O i O M 

to allocate each parallel module in such a way that execution leads to a mmlmlzation of 
intercIuster traffic according to the parallel module individual profiles, the current allocation ofthe 
program file and the current allocation of invo]ved data files. 
Our objective function deals with the following partial costs: 

Initiating Cost (lC): Ineludes the cost to handle the user request to run the program, plus migration 
of parallel tasks to available cIusters. 
Intermodule Communication Cost (!MCC): IncIudes the cost to transfer messages and/or data 
between modules. . 
File Access Cost (F AC): Which includes read/write accesses from modules to data files. 
Output Cost (OC): Includes the cost to transfer results from execution c]usters to the initiating 
cluster. 

3 

4 

TITC = IC + IMCC + FAC + OC 

A cluster is available üit is connected to the intemet. 

The execution cluster distribution CD, is a m-vector specifying that module i must be allocated to 
cluster exeCi. 
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3.1. Expcriments and rcsults 

The algorithms were applied on many scenarios with diverse number of modules, clustcrs and 
files each, and a series of runs with divc:rsc \'::tlues for tile corresponding input paramctcrs \\'crc 
accomplished. Here we discuss the case of 10 modules. 9 clustcrs and 10 files. 

We decided to work with an integer representation as a more natural description of the allocation 
c'problem; 80; a particular position (gene) in the chromosome' represented a module ide:ntifieiwhich . 
is allocated in the cluster identified by its value (allele). As an example when 10 modules are to be 
allocated in 9 available c1usters, the chromosome of Fig. 2 indicates the foUowing cluster 
distribution: modules 1 and 7 wiII be allocated in cluster 3, modules 2 and 5 in cluster 1, modules 8 
and 9 in cluster 9, module 3 in cluster 4, module 4 in cluster 5, module 6 in cluster 6 and module 
10 in cluster 7. Clusters 2 and 8 will not aUocate any module. 

cluster ~ 
module ~ 

1311 14 1511 16 1319 19 17 1 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 g 10 

;;#;;~',,~k;.~.,~'<J:;~\¿¡¡:'\,''i~.2~mosome structure;·forthecluster~·:-;~~!:'/~:;·~4~·;¡,{#·i;" ,', , , ... ".,:.'~ 
allocation problem 

Two genetic algorithms were contrasted, a modified simple genetic algorithm (M8GA) and a 
combination of multiple crossovers per couple with fitness proportional couple selection 
(MCPC-FPC8). 
The MSGA used the aboye indicated integer representation, uniform crossover and little-creep 
operators [4] for mutation. 
The basic idea of FPCS [7] is to create, from the current population of individuals, an 
intermediate population of couples which subsequentIy undergoes selection for mating unde( 
MCPC those pairs showing higher fitness. To assign the fitness to the couple a criterion based 
on the parents fitness average (FPCSAvo) was chosen. 

The following relevant performance variables were chosen: 

Best: It is the objective value ofthe best found individual. 
Ebest = (Abs( opt_ val - best value )/opt_ val) 100 
I~ is the percentile error of the best found individual when compared with the known, or 
estimated, optimum value opt_val. It gives us a measure ofhow far are we from that opt_val. 
Epop = (Abs(opt_val- pop mean fitness)/opt_val) 1 00 
It is the percentile error ofthe population mean fitness when compared with opt_val. It tell us how 
far the mean fitness is from that opt_ val. 
Gbest: Identifies the generation where the best value (retained by elitism) was found. 
Time: It is the running time in seconds ofthe algorithm implemented on a Pentium PC (MMX of 
233 MHz). 

A particular benchmark case with known optimum was chosen for experimentation. 

Different setting of parameters, such as crossover and mutation probabilities, population size and 
maximum number of generations, were used. 
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Afier running the following obscrvalions can be done: 

• Both approaches find lhe optimum value for some setting of parameters: different crossover 
and mutation probabilities but equal population size of200. This faet indicates that a grcatcr 
populalioll sizt: improvcs the st:areh proeess. 

¡,:-_~ MSGA finds the:optimum"in earliér generationS·:",·,~·,,?,~~-""~~;;;';,,,,",,¡"~,~e}!~?M_u 

• MCPC-FPCS finds near optimal solutions in earlier generations. 

• Conventional probabilities of crossover and mutation (0.65 and 0.001) favours the MSGA 
approach, while lesser values for Pe and higher values for Pm (0.5 and 0.05) favours 
MCPC-FPCS. 

• The error of an average individual in the population (Epop) ranges from 0.0% to 26.6% for 
MSGA and from 0.6% to 27.1 % for MCPC-FPCS. 

• Time, was recorded in 2 seconds and 4 seconds for 50 and 100 generations respectively. 

Surnmarizing MSGA seems to behave better than MCPC-FPCS for the selected suite of 
parameters. 

But under any approaeh, it worth remarking that since GAs work on a population of feasible 
solutions, instead of providing a single optimal or near optimal solution a subset of optimal or 
quasi optimal solutions is always available after reaehing the final generation. 
This peculiar characteristic yields to fault tolerance in the model by providing a significant subset 
of near-optimal solutions as alternates to be used in the case the real world constraints prevent 
using the first selected alternate (eg. lack of availability of sorne cluster to be allocated). Alternate 
strategies can be ordered according their goodness 5. 

5. ConclusioDs 

Evolutionary computation has recently been recognized as a research field. Applications are 
possible in diverse areas. A broad but not exclusive categories involve scheduling, packing, 
routing, on line and off line control and designo Computer systems, including networks, are a 
promising area of applications for evolutionary computation. 

The present paper introdueed-a modeltoquasi-optimally allocate available-clusters"csf'an internet, 
for execution of program parallel components 

5 In our model we say that solution i shows higher goodness than solution j iff 
TITCi < TITCj. 
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their diflerences in implementation and results both, definitely provide n01 a single optimal 
solutioll but a sct of till1cly op1ill1al or near optill1al solutions to the firs1 subproblcll1 ror parallel 
task allocation. 

Also, the flexibility of the genetic algorithm approach allows by chang.ing parall1ctcrs. such as 
population sizc anJ numbcr uf gcm:rations achieved, and genetic operators to tune the goodness of 
alternate strategies according to the accuracy and speed on response demandedby the problem. 

;¿...;:- Futurework is relatedto theincorporation oí different multiple' recombiÍ1ation"'ápproaclies~8nd'~ 
incest prevention to escape trom premature eonvergence. 
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